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Abstract 
Single-photon detectors and nanoscale superconducting devices are two major candidates for 
realizing quantum technologies. Superconducting-nanowire single-photon detectors (SNSPDs) 
comprise these two solid-state and optic aspects enabling high-rate (1.3 GBit s-1) quantum key 
distribution over long distances (>400 km), long-range (>1200 km) quantum communication as 
well as space communication (239,000 miles). The attractiveness of SNSPDs stems from 
competitive performance in the four single-photon relevant characteristics at wavelengths ranges 
from UV to the mid IR: high detection efficiency, low false-signal rate, low uncertainty in photon 
time arrival and fast reset time. However, to-date, these characteristics cannot be optimized 
simultaneously. In this review, we present the mechanisms that govern these four characteristics 
and demonstrate how they are affected by material properties and device design as well as by the 
operating conditions, allowing aware optimization of SNSPDs. Based on the evolution in the 
existing literature and state-of-the-art, we propose how to choose or design the material and device 
for optimizing SNSPD performance, while we also highlight possible future opportunities in the 
SNSPD technology. 
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1. Introduction: Quantum materials for quantum sensing 
There has been recently a global rapid-pace growing interest in quantum technologies. In 
particular, the importance of systems for quantum communication, quantum encryption and 
quantum key distribution has been pronounced.[1–7] Single-photons are quantum creatures, which 
are attractive candidates for serving as the medium of these technologies.[8–12] Single photon 
detectors are thus a pivot technology for realizing the potential of quantum photonic systems. From 
the technological perspective, single-photon detectors are characterized by two main properties, 
each of which is divided to two sub-categories, so that there are four main characteristics. The first 
category includes the efficiency at which the device detects photons—the probability of detecting 
a single photon (device efficiency, DE) and the rate at which false signals are recorded (hereafter, 
dark-count rate, DCR). The second category concerns the speed or the time performance—the 
uncertainty in time detection of an arriving photon (timing jitter) as well as the time duration after 
one photon has been detected, while the detector is not ready yet sense the following photon (reset 
time). 
 The four characteristics of a single-photon detector dictate a set of requirements from the device 
physics. Examples for such requirements are the spectral absorption of the material at the relevant 
wavelength (e.g. 1550 nm for fiber or silicon-compatible communication), fast translation of the 
arriving photon to a detectable electric signal, fast recovery time after each detection event, low 
thermal and electric fluctuations, reliable and easy processing as well as low-processing and low-
operation costs. Hence, by understanding the mechanisms that govern this device physics, we can 
deduce the requirements on the material properties and design of the device for optimizing the 
single-photon detection technology.  
Developed by Gol’tsman et al. in 2001,[13] superconducting-nanowire single-photon detectors 
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(SNSPDs) are an excellent example for an already-working technology that comprises two 
important aspects of the quantum world—quantum light (single photons) and quantum matter 
(nano-superconducting structures). SNSPDs outperform competing single-photon detection 
technologies (for complementary review, see e.g. Hadfield[14] and Eisaman et al.[15]). The 
demonstrated advantageous efficiency and timing performance of SNSPDs comprise 93% system 
detection efficiency,[16] 10-4 counts per second (cps) dark-count rate,[17] 4.6-ps timing jitter[18] and 
119-ps reset time[19] at the communication-relevant wavelength (1550-nm), while these 
characteristics are improved for photons of  a shorter wavelength.[18,20–22] To-date, there is no 
single device that can show all these characteristics simultaneously, encumbering the realization 
of the great potential of SNSPDs (for a summary of current state of SNSPD performance, see 
representative data in Table 1). Thus, the goal of this review is to discuss the progress of SNSPDs, 
explain the origin of their advantageous characteristics and point out on the opportunities they 
encompass.  
 The attractive potential of SNSPDs covers several specific applications within and beyond the 
quantum world, some of which have already been implemented, at least partially. Such 
applications that have been progressed significantly in the past few years include high-rate (1.3 
Gbit s-1 [23]) and long-distance (404 km[24]) quantum key distribution,[25] long-distance quantum 
communication (>1200 km[26]), satellite laser ranging[27] as well as high-definition video 
transmission from space (20 Mbps for 239,000 miles).[28] Moreover, SNSPDs are implemented in 
quantum cryptography  and quantum tomography[29] as well as long-distance (>1 km[30]) imaging, 
while they have been used for characterizing fundamental quantum-mechanic properties, e.g. in 
loophole-free Bell tests[31] and non-classical single photon and phonons correlation.[32] Lastly, 
SNSPDs have also been utilized also for various non-quantum technologies, such as failure 
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analysis of integrated circuits,[33] absolute temperature rapid measurements,[34] molecular 
spectroscopy.[34] See Figure 1 for examples. A detailed survey of applications of SNSPDs can be 
find, e.g. in reviews by Natarajan et al.[35] and by Yamashita et al..[36] We should note that the great 
technological requirements for SNSPDs beyond the academic world has raised the need to make 
such devices available commercially so that today, SNSPDs are supplied by companies, such as 
SCONTEL, Single Quantum, PhotonSpot, Quantum Opus and Photech. 
 
Figure 1| SNSPD applications. Examples for modern quantum and advanced technologies that are based on SNSPDs include: (A) 
Interstellar long-distance high-speed communication (device and system are highlighter). Adapted with permission.[37] 2015 © 
Springer Nature Switzerland AG; (B) Long-distance high-speed quantum key distribution. Reproduced with permission.[24] 2016 
© American Physical Society; and (C) Long-distance imaging. Reproduced with permission.[30] 2013 © The Optical Society.  
 
Figure 2 illustrates schematically the system of SNSPDs. The core element of a SNSPD, 
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presented first by Gol’tsman et al. in 2001,[13] is  a meandering superconducting nanowire, which 
is current biased, awaiting to convert the energy of an absorbed single photon to a measurable 
voltage. The output electronic signal from the meandering superconducting wire is amplified 
before it arrives to a counter (or an oscilloscope), while a bias tee sends some of the signal also to 
a shunt that is connected in parallel to the wire. The complete system includes also a single-photon 
source, which is usually an attenuated polarized laser light. Detailed discussion regarding system 
optimization can be found in a 2014 review by Dauler et al.[38] 
 
Figure 2| A typical SNSPD system. Light is transmitted from a single-photon source to a meandering superconducting nanowire 
that absorbs the photon and converts the signal from photonic to electronic. The electronic signal is amplified and measured with 
a counter (or an oscilloscope), while the superconducting wire is also connected in parallel to a shunt impedance that prevents the 
detector from latching. Reproduced with permission.[39] 2015 © Macmillan Publishers Limited. 
 Alongside the great progress in SNSPD applications and system optimization, there has been 
accumulated literature that concerns important advances related to the core element—the 
superconducting nanowire detector. Such advances include improvements in our understanding of 
the fundamental detection mechanisms as well as in the factors that affect the efficiency and timing 
properties. Despite these developments in our understanding of SNSPDs, which led to significant 
improvements in the SNSPD properties, there is a real need in organizing, analyzing and 
facilitating the accumulated data in an accessible manner. Such an analysis can help optimize the 
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device properties by increasing the awareness of how they are affected by the choice of material, 
the device design and the operating conditions. In this review, we aim at bridging this gap. By 
surveying the existing literature, we present the mechanisms that govern device efficiency, dark-
count rate, timing jitter and reset time of SNSPDs. We demonstrate how these four characteristics 
are affected by the material properties of the superconducting wires as well as by the operating 
parameters and by the design of the device. The origin of relevant material properties are also 
presented. Lastly, we summarize how to optimize the parameters that affect each of the four device 
performance properties, while we also cover several potential opportunities that have not yet been 
accomplished. 
1.1 How to read this review? 
The main objective of this review is to supply the readers with a set of tools for optimizing 
SNSPD efficiency and timing properties. We start with an introduction that covers the relevant 
fundamentals behind SNSPDs, which include both the basic detection mechanisms of SNSPDs 
and the properties of superconducting materials at the nanoscale. We should note that the 
manuscript is constructed so that readers not interested in the fundamentals of superconducting 
nanostructures or the basic mechanisms of SNSPDs can skip the corresponding sections and yet 
make benefit of our analysis of the effects of material parameters, device design and operating 
parameters on the SNSPD performance. 
We then discuss in detail each of the four properties: detection efficiency, false counts, timing 
jitter and reset time. For each property, we first introduce the fundamental mechanisms that govern 
this property. We then continue and demonstrate on how the intrinsic properties--material 
properties (e.g. kinetic inductance, resistance, critical current and critical temperature, absorptance 
and homogeneity), device geometry and design as well as the system design--affect each of the 
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four device-efficiency or timing characteristics. In the end of each chapter that concerns one of the 
four device characteristics, we present a summarizing paragraph that suggests how to improve the 
specific characteristic. We then complete the discussion by elaborating on how the extrinsic 
properties, which can be tuned during the experiment (bias current, temperature as well as 
wavelength and polarization of the light source) affect the different device characteristics. For each 
of the four device characteristics, we survey the evolution in performance as well as in the 
understanding of the governing mechanisms, with an emphasis on the state of the art. In addition 
to examples from the literature, we illustrate the different mechanisms visually, while we also 
facilitate the data regarding the effects of material properties on device characteristics in Tables 1 
and 2. Lastly, we discuss within the text some of the open opportunities in the field that have still 
not been addressed. 
We should note that the separation between efficiency and timing performance as well as 
between the four different characteristics is done here to assist us in supplying the readers with an 
organized overview from the technological-motivation perspective.  
1.2 Detection mechanisms 
To-date, the exact fundamental detection mechanisms of photons by SNSPDs is not yet 
completely understood. There are broadly two main competing mechanisms. The first model 
concerns a photon absorption in metals that increases the temperature locally by a progressing hot-
spot.[13,40] The local temperature increase gives rise to an increase in resistance. When a 
superconductor is held near the phase transition, small changes in temperature give rise to large 
differences in resistance, allowing in turn single-photon sensitivity. In weak-link geometries, such 
as nanowires, the change in resistance is even larger and so is the resultant detection efficiency. 
Depending on the ratio between the photon wavelength (λ) and the binding energy of the Cooper 
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pair (Δ), the hotspot diameter in <10-nm-thick SNSPDs typically ranges between a few nanometers 
to a few dozens of nanometers.[41,42] This diameter is usually smaller than the width of the wire 
(ca. 100 nm). Thus, in the hotspot model, after the formation and growth of the hotspot itself, the 
entire wire becomes resistive only because the current that flows in the area around the hotspot 
exceeds the critical value.[13,41] Specifically, Semenov et al.[41] showed a direct dependence of the 
detection of a photon with a certain wavelength on the energy gap already in 2001, suggesting the 
following limit on a detectable photon energy: 
ℎ
𝑐
λ
> 𝑛Δ𝑁(0)𝑘B𝑇c𝐷𝑑τth (1a) 
Here, ℎ, 𝑐, 𝑛, 𝑁(0), 𝑘B, 𝐷, 𝑑 and τth are respectively Planck’s constant, speed of light, an energy-
loss factor, the normal metal density of states at the fermi level, Boltzmann constant, normal state 
diffusivity, film thickness and electron thermalization time. 
 The authors[42] later added a correction by accounting for the influence of bias current (𝐼b) on 
the hotspot size, i.e. defining the hotspot area as: w ∙ (1 −
𝐼b
𝐼c
), where w is the width of the nanowire 
and 𝐼c is the wire critical current. Thus, assuming that 𝑤~√𝐷τth as well as 𝑘B𝑇c ≈
Δ
√π
, the cutoff 
energy to form a detectable hotspot becomes: 
ℎ
𝑐
λ
=
𝑁0Δ
2𝑤𝑑√π𝐷τth
ς
(1 −
𝐼B
𝐼C
) (1b) 
Where ς is multiplication efficiency of quasiparticles.  
The second model suggests that vortex-antivortex pairs govern the stability of the 
superconducting nanowire rather than the electron Cooper pairs. This model complies with the 
framework suggested by Berezinskii, Kosterlitz and Thouless (BKT)[43–45] regarding the phase 
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transition mechanism in superconducting thin films.[46–49] There are two possible mechanisms to 
the vortex-assisted destruction of superconductivity. (i) The photon absorbed in the wire results in 
a vortex-antivortex pair. The current flow in the wire exerts a Lorentz force that acts on the vortex 
and the antivortex in opposite directions. When this force is large enough to break this vortex-
antivortex pair, the wire transfers to the normal state with a measureable resistance. (ii) The second 
possible scenario is that the absorbed photon heats the wire and hence suppresses the energy barrier 
for a vortex to penetrate the wire. Consequently, the current flow helps the vortex cross the wire 
throughout its entire width, disrupting the superconductivity so that the wire becomes normal. 
Although the origin of these two scenarios are different in nature, it is challenging to distinguish 
between them experimentally from the photon detection only, because the resultant measureable 
current distribution after a single-photon detection event is identical.[47] Thus, other approaches 
are required, such as characterization of the device dark counts.[50]  
The validity and limitations of the frameworks of the hotspot (typically, at high photon 
energies) and vortex-antivortex models (usually at low photon energies) in SNSPDs have been 
discussed in length by Engel et al.,[51] suggesting that currently, no single model that explains all 
the observations. However, we should note that the device material and geometry might dictate 
the governing mechanism, while different mechanisms can exist at the same detector, but at 
different photon energy and sometimes several mechanisms can take place even simultaneously. 
The different mechanisms are illustrated schematically in Figure 3, following Renema et al.[52] 
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Figure 3| Detection mechanisms in SNSPDs. Competing detection mechanisms in SNSPDs include (i) hotspot formation by the 
breakage of Cooper pairs, leading to (ii) an increase in current density beyond its critical value; (iii) vortex crossing; and (iv) 
breakage of a vortex-antivortex pair. Reproduced with permission.[52] 2014 © American Physical Society. 
1.3 Origin of device performance 
The performance metrics of SNSPDs are divided into two categories from practical point of 
view: (i) efficiency (DE and DCR); and (ii) temporal characteristics (timing jitter and reset time). 
These characteristics depend on extrinsic and intrinsic sets of parameters as well as on the specific 
design of the device. Intrinsic parameters are those set by the material chemistry, structure, 
electronic properties, and geometry. These parameters are fixed for a given device. Extrinsic 
parameters are parameters that are tunable during a measurement, such as temperature, bias current 
as well as photon wavelength. These parameters are the degrees of freedom that one can play with 
when operating the device. In addition, system components and parameters, such as shunt 
impedance, electronic components (e.g. filters and amplifiers) are also affecting the device 
performance extrinsically. The dependence of device characteristics on some intrinsic and 
extrinsic properties is given in Table 2. We can now discuss the origin of these properties as well 
as how they affect the device performance. 
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1.4 Relationship between intrinsic properties in nano-superconducting structures 
The individual intrinsic properties of bulk superconducting materials, such as critical 
temperature (as well as critical current and magnetic field), normal resistance and superconducting 
gap are intertwined and not completely independent.[53] Upon miniaturization of the 
superconducting structures, e.g. nanoscale films or wires, the superconducting properties are 
suppressed and the relationships between them changed (see Figure 4).[54,55] This size effect near 
the superconducting-to-insulating transition (SIT) is an active field of research, which has attracted 
even more attention after Kosterlitz and Thouless won the 2016 Nobel Prize for their theoretical 
work on superconductivity in thin films.[43–45]  Thus, we give here only a brief summary of the 
parameters and relationships that are most relevant to SNSPDs both as thin films and as nanowires, 
which are affected by the SIT. 
 
Figure 4| Superconducting of superconducting properties at the nanoscale. (A) Schematic illustration that demonstrates the 
suppression of superconducting properties upon miniaturization (within one eighth of the temperature-current density-magnetic 
field three-dimensional sphere). It is expected that below a certain size, the material loses completely its superconducting properties 
and becomes insulator, in a superconducting-to-insulator transition (SIT). (B) Upon miniaturization of thin superconducting 
bismuth films, the critical temperature decreases, while the normal-state resistance increases. Reproduced with permission.[54] 1989 
© American Physical Society. (C) Similar size effect was reported for superconducting molybdenum germanium nanowires by 
Bezryadin, Lau and Tinkham. Reproduced with permission.[55] 2000 © Macmillan Publishers Limited. 
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Following Ambegaokar and Baratoff,[53,56] the multiplication between critical current and 
normal resistance (𝑅n = 𝑅□ ∙
𝑙
𝑤
, 𝑙- length, w- width) in weak links (structures with suppressed 
superconductivity that are sandwiched between macroscopic electrodes) is approximately a 
constant, for a given temperature: 𝐼c ∙ 𝑅n = (
πΔ
2𝑞e
) tanh (
Δ
2𝑘B𝑇
) ≈ (𝑇c − 𝑇) ∙ 635
μ𝑉
𝐾
, where 𝑞e is 
electron charge. Likewise, You et al.[57] derived the dependence of kinetic inductance on material 
conductivity and energy gap, or equivalently, on the normal resistance and critical temperature:  
𝐿k =
ℏ
πΔσn
∙
𝑙
𝑤∙𝑑
=
ℏ𝑅n
1.76π𝑘B𝑇c
 (2) 
Where 𝑑 is the wire thickness. Moreover, the relationship between the critical temperature, and 
the film thickness and sheet resistance has also been formulated empirically for a broad range of 
superconductors near the SIT limit: 𝑇c = 𝐴 ∙ 𝑅□
−𝐵 , where 𝐴 and 𝐵 are material-dependent constants 
that help classify the homogeneity of the superconductor (typically, 𝐵 ≈ 1 is the limit above which 
the materials are not crystalline, but amorphous).[58,59] This division is in agreement with 
accumulated data that suggest that the properties of amorphous and crystalline SNSPDs are 
different (with an emphasize on crystalline NbN and amorphous tungsten silicide, which are shown 
in Figure 5). There have been more traditional derivations for the dependence of 𝑇c (and hence of 
Δ) on the sheet resistance and thickness for thin films, depending on the dominating 
superconducting mechanism, which in turn, depends strongly on the material homogeneity. Nelson 
and Halperin[45] showed that under the vortex-antivortex dominancy of the BKT framework of 
thin-film superconductivity: 𝑇c ≈ 𝑇c
0 (1 −
0.17𝑞e
2
σnℏ
), where 𝑇c
0 is the bulk superconducting critical 
temperature, ℏ is the reduced Planck constant and σn is the normal conductivity (𝑅n = 1/σn). 
McMillan[60] and Dynes[61] showed that when superconductivity is governed by phonon-mediated 
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paired electrons (i.e. BCS framework) that interact with electric and magnetic impurities, the 
critical temperature becomes: 𝑇c =
ΘD
1.45
exp [−
1.04(1+λ∗)
λ∗−μ∗(1+0.62λ∗)
], where ΘD is the Debye 
temperature, λ∗ and μ∗ are coupling constants due to electric and magnetic impurities 
(respectively). Finkel’stein[62] showed that for homogeneous materials, such as amorphous 
molybdenum germanium, the critical temperature depends only on the sheet resistance, which is 
the parameter of disorder in the system: ln (
𝑇c
𝑇c
0) = −
𝑒2
6π2ℏ
𝑔1𝑅□ (ln (
1
𝑇cτmfp
))
3
, where 𝑇c and 𝑇c
0 
are the film and bulk critical temperature respectively, 𝑔1 is an electron-electron interaction 
constant, 𝑅□ is the sheet resistance and τmfp is the electron mean-free-path time. Lastly, the 
absorption coefficient of the superconducting films or wires depends on their conductivity.[63,64] 
 
Figure 5| Atomic structure of typical materials for SNSPDs. (A) Atomic structure of a thin polycrystalline NbN film. (B) 
Amorphous structure of a thin tungsten silicide film. Reproduced with permission.[65] 2017 © IOP Publishing Ltd. 
2. Intrinsic properties and functionality 
We can now examine how different device characteristics are affected by the intrinsic 
properties. Although DE and DCR are not completely independent characteristics, while the same 
applies also to timing jitter and reset time, we will examine how intrinsic properties and device 
design affect each of these four characteristics individually. 
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2.1 Efficiency 
2.1.1 Device Efficiency  
Mechanism 
Device efficiency (DE) is the likelihood of detecting a photon, which is a multiplication of the 
probability of three independent sequential processes[16,66,67] as schematically illustrated in Figure 
6. First, the photon has to arrive to the physical area of the device. The coupling of the device to 
the light source, which depends on the design of both the system and device, thus defines the first 
term of the probability (ηcpl). The second term (ηabs) reflects the probability of a photon that 
arrives to the region of the device to be absorbed in the superconducting wire. This term is the 
effective optical absorptance of the device (α), which means it contains not only the material 
absorptance, but also the contribution of design factors, such as mirrors, fill factor, cavities and 
antennae, while 𝛼 depends on the photon wavelength and polarization. The third part of the process 
is the quantum efficiency (ηqe). This intrinsic property defines the probability that a photon 
absorption event will produce a measurable signal. That is, ηqe represents the likelihood that the 
energy transfer to the wire from photon that has been absorbed will heat the wire, break Cooper 
pairs (high photon energy) or move an unpaired vortex (lower photon energy) so that the wire will 
become resistive for a measurable time period. We should note that most studies discuss the 
efficiency at the communication-relevant wavelength, 1550 nm. The data presented in this review 
are usually concerns single-photon detection of this wavelength, unless noted otherwise. 
Schematic illustration of the how photons are absorbed and detected is given in Figure 6. 
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Figure 6| Efficiency of photon-detection events in SNSPDs. (A) Schematic illustration of the three-step photon-detection 
mechanism in SNSPDs— coupling to the optical system, spectral absorption, quantum efficiency. (B) Detection efficiency and its 
saturation as a function of extrinsic parameters for a W0.55Si0.45 SNSPD (reproduced with permission.[16] 2013 © Macmillan 
Publishers Limited), while the role of increasing material homogeneity (C) from crystalline to amorphous via polycrystalline 
(bottom-to-top) is also emphasized.   
Intrinsic and design solutions 
Design- 𝜂𝑐𝑝𝑙 
To maximize DE, several optical designs have been introduced to increase both ηcpl and ηabs. 
In most studies, the light is brought via an optical fiber to a chip that comprises the SNSPD,[16,17,68–
80] some use manipulator to better align the fiber and the SNSPD,[76,77,81,82] while Miller’s 
technique[83] for self-aligning transition edge sensors to optical by fibers by pre-patterning the chip 
has also been adopted for SNSPDs[16] (see details in Ref. 38). In these devices, large the active 
area[84,85] and fill factor[86] or optimization of the fill factor and the thickness[87] of the SNSPD play 
an important role in increasing DE. To improve the fiber-SNSPD coupling, Bachar et al.[72] 
processed a meander detector directly on the optical fiber (Figure 7B). Pernice et al.[88] 
demonstrated improved DE (91% compared to 3%) by integrating SNSPD and waveguide on the 
same silicon chip, while Khasminskaya et al.[89] integrated also the light source on the same chip 
(Figure 7C). Likewise, Najafi et al.[90,91] integrated the SNSPD with waveguides by flip-chip 
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transferring the detector (Figure 7D). Lastly, several designs have focused on free-space coupling 
of single photons to the SNSPDs, e.g. for communication and imaging applications.[30,85,92–95]  
 
Figure 7| Typical examples for system optical coupling of SNSPDs. (A) The most common optical coupling of a meandering 
SNSPDs is aligning an optical fiber to the microns-area SNSPD that was processed on an independent chip. Reproduced with 
permission.[77] 2009 © The Optical Society. (B) A meandering SNSPD that was fabricated directly on the fiber. Reproduced with 
permission.[72] 2012 © AIP Publishing. (C) Waveguide-coupling of an on-chip integrated SNSPD. Reproduced with permission.[89] 
2016 © Macmillan Publishers Limited. (D) Transferrable SNSPD that was processed on a membrane. Reproduced with 
permission.[90] 2015 © Macmillan Publishers Limited. 
Intrinsic 𝜂𝑞𝑒 
The accumulated literature on SNSPDs suggests that from the material perspective, there is a 
strong influence of material parameters on DE. For instance, Marsili et al.[16] demonstrated that 
SNSPDs based on amorphous materials might show efficiency (93% system efficiency tungsten 
silicide at 120 mK) higher than the previous crystalline SNSPDs. This high system efficiency has 
garnered much interest in the technological potential of SNSPDs and has initiated an ongoing race 
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to higher efficiency at technologically optimal conditions. More recent works show promising 
increase of DE for other amorphous materials, mainly in molybdenum-based SNSPDs.[58,96–98] In 
addition to the design of the system, the high efficiency is attributed to 100% quantum efficiency, 
which was characterized by long-range saturation of the efficiency as a function of bias current 
(Figure 6).[99] This saturation behavior was then found to be more typical for amorphous 
materials.[16,75,97–101] Marsili et al.[16] also showed (see for example Figure 6B) that the saturation 
region decreases with increasing operating temperature. Given that bringing the device closer to 
or deeper in the saturation region is equivalent to improving the device detection performance, 
these results suggest that for a given temperature, reducing Δ0 (equivalent to reducing 𝑇c, e.g. by 
changing the material) helps increase DE, in agreement with Equations 1a-b, where Δ0 is the 
Cooper-pair binding energy at 𝑇 = 0𝐾. 
Dorenbos et al.[102] showed an increase in DE for SNSPDs based on the low-gap material, NbSi. 
On the other hand, the saturation region might shrink (see also Figure 6B), or even be eliminated, 
when 𝐼c is reduced due to design reasons, e.g. when the meandering wire allows significant current 
crowding.[103–105] Similarly, reduction of 𝐼c might decrease DE also when the wire is 
inhomogeneous and contains constrictions.[106] Such constrictions may originate along the width 
of the wire during fabrication by electron lithography (despite a transition of many researchers 
from a negative-tone process to positive-tone lithography[107]) or more severely, by focused ion 
beam.[108] Moreover, constrictions can arise also in the top (or bottom) face of the wire, e.g. due to 
substrate roughness (we should note that the substrate may affect DE also through the hotspot 
dynamics[109]). For instance, Atikian et al.[110] showed that SNSPDs on smooth (300-pm RMS 
roughness) diamond substrates contain no constrictions, while Rath et al.[111] used the diamond 
substrate for integrated nano-photonic circuits. Miki et al. demonstrated with both NbN[112] and  
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NbTiN[113] SNSPDs that were grown epitaxially on MgO substrates that good lattice matching 
(along the 〈100〉 direction) also reduces constrictions and increases DE. Following the early work 
of Wang et al. in 1996,[114] Marsili et al.[115] showed that the epitaxial growth allows reduction of 
the substrate temperature during the sputtering, which is a necessity for integrated devices that 
require multiple fabrication steps (we should note that although most superconducting films are 
deposited via sputtering, molecular beam epitaxy[116] have also been demonstrated, while not much 
effort has been put in other deposition methods that are available for ultra-thin superconducting 
films, e.g. atomic layer deposition,[117] and pulsed laser deposition[118]). Likewise, the accumulated 
literature on NbN devices suggest that constrictions are greater when the grain size of the 
polycrystalline material is comparable to the width of the wire. That is, the grains of NbN films 
that are grown on MgO are comparable in size to the wire width as opposed to NbN that grows 
epitaxially on sapphire[59,119]--the first substrate used for SNSPDs[13](see detailed analysis by 
Espiau de Lamaestre et al.[120]). Another way to overcome the effect of grain size comparable to 
the wire width is to grow polycrystalline films with small grains, e.g. as in the case of amorphous 
substrates, such as SiO2 (Figure 5)
[65] or Si1-xNx,
[91,121] both are preferable for integrated photonic 
circuits. The effects of substrate on NbN film properties were surveyed also by the Glasgow group 
in 2012,[122] in which other integration-relevant substrates, such as LiNbO3 and GaAs were 
demonstrated useful for lower temperature deposition. Likewise, the Glasgow group[123] proposed 
another method to overcome the effects of substrate – using amorphous materials (Mo1-xSix), in 
which there are no constrictions due to granularity or lattice matching. This approach can explain 
the previously reported relatively high detection efficiency in SNSPDs made of other amorphous 
materials, such as tungsten silicide.[16] Finally, the probability for constrictions increases also with 
increasing length of the SNSPD.[106] Thus, shorter wires are required, while waveguide coupling 
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can compensate for the smaller active area.[88] 
Recent works suggest that higher DE is obtained for SNSPDs made of superconductors with 
larger disorder (i.e. closer to the SIT). Thus, although amorphous materials allow for disorder 
naturally, crystalline materials with intentionally induced high disorder may also exhibit high 
efficiency. Indeed, Smirnov et al.[20] demonstrated 94% system efficiency for a crystalline NbN 
device that was designed with high 𝑅□. Nevertheless, Zadeh et al.
[124] presented a crystalline 
NbTiN device with 92% system efficiency (for 1310 nm wavelength) and demonstrated that 𝑅□ 
should be optimized carefully, because higher sheet resistance requires thinner films,[59] which 
means that the optical absorptance might be affected as well. 
Design 𝜂𝑎𝑏𝑠 
In addition to the effort put in increasing ηcpl, there have been several device designs that 
address ηabs, i.e. aiming at increasing the time that a photon stays near the device. Early works 
discussed the effects of fill factor[125–128] and film thickness.[80,113,129,130] Milostnaya et al.[131] then 
improved the DE thanks to the introduction of cavities, while Rosfjord et al.[127] demonstrated 
enhancement factor of 2.562 in DE by combining both cavities and anti-reflection coating 
(typically a 256-nm thick SiO2 back layer is used for SNSPD systems with front illumination). 
Other methods to increase the optical absorption comprise the introduction of antennae including 
plasmonic antennae.[132–135] Examples for anti-reflecting coatings cavities and antennae are given 
in Figure 8. 
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Figure 8| Optical coupling of SNSPDs. (A) Schematic illustration and electron micrographs of cavity and an anti-reflection mirror. 
Reproduced with permission.[127] 2006 © The Optical Society. (B) A SNSPD with optical antennae. Reproduced with 
permission.[132] 2001 © The Optical Society. 
Another factor that must be regarded when discussing the photon absorption in the detector is 
the photon polarization and its interaction with the device. Being a wire, SNSPDs have one-
dimensional symmetry that makes it sensitive to photon polarization. Typically, for a meandering 
SNSPD, the light-source polarization is tuned parallel to the SNSPD plane (transverse electric 
polarization, 𝑇E) to maximize absorption as illustrated e.g. in Figure 2. Anant et al.
[130] showed 
already in 2008 that the photon absorption, and hence device efficiency, may vary substantially 
when changing the polarization when they measured 30% contrast, i.e. the difference divided by 
the sum of the parallel and perpendicular light absorption: 
𝜂abs||−𝜂abs⏊
𝜂abs||+𝜂abs⏊
. An example for the 
efficiency dependence on polarization is given in Figure 9A. 
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Figure 9| Polarization effects on SNSPD absorption. (A) Photon count rate of horizontal wires (black triangles) and vertical 
wires (blue squares) SNSPDs as a function of light polarization angle – 90° phase difference is observed. When the laser spot is 
focused on both detectors simultaneously (red circles) the sensitivity to polarization is reduced. Reproduced with permission.[136] 
2008 © AIP Publishing LLC. (B) A typical NbTiN spiral SNSPD. Reproduced with permission.[136] 2008 © AIP Publishing LLC. 
(C) Polarization contrast (calculated) for a meandering NbN SNSPD increases with increasing wire thickness. Reproduced with 
permission.[87] 2009 © Cambridge University Press. (D) Distribution of the electric field amplitude around NbN nanowire for 
transverse magnetic polarized light (in the near-field framework). Reproduced with permission.[137] 2016 © Springer Nature Ltd. 
Although the polarization of some of the light sources is linear and tunable, other sources 
relevant to systems that comprise SNSPDs have photon oriented in random polarization 
orientations. In these cases, there is a strong motivation to reduce the contrast so that the likelihood 
to detect a photon will be independent of its polarization. Reducing the contrast is usually done in 
two different strategies: (i) designing the SNSPD geometry and (ii) designing the dielectric 
medium around the SNSPD. By changing the usual meandering geometry with a spiral design 
(Figure 9B), Dorenbos et al.[136] reduced significantly the SNSPD sensitivity to photon polarization 
i.e. the contrast. These authors showed that the contrast observed in the spiral SNSPD is similar to 
placing two adjacent meandering SNSPDs in perpendicular orientation (see Figure 9A). Lately, 
Huang et al.[138] suggested that under illumination of photons with an arbitrary polarization, the 
average-photon detection efficiency of such a spiral design exceeds the efficiency of a meandering 
SNSPD with the same fill factor and material parameters. Spiral is not the only geometry that can 
reduce the contrast. Gu et al.[139] have recently proposed an alternative geometrical design to reduce 
the contrast – meandering the SNSPD in a nearly chaotic path, rather than the typical raster-like 
pattern. To the best of our knowledge, this promising design has not yet been tested experimentally. 
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Shape is not the only geometrical parameter that affects the contrast. Given the small dimensions 
of the SNSPDs, the polarization dependence of the light-matter interaction should be considered 
in the near-field region[137] so that the wire width (or fill factor) as well as thickness should both 
be taken into account. Figure 9C shows the contrast as a function of thickness. Here, Driessen et 
al.[87] found that the contrast increases with increases thickness (the contrast is saturating already 
below 10 nm for NbN). 
In addition to the thickness contribution to the contrast, Driessen et al.[87] showed that the 
dielectric constant of the medium with which the light passes also affects the contrast. Calculating 
the contrast for a NbN SNSPD, they showed that the contrast decreases with increasing dielectric 
constant of the substrate. This contrast reduction did not arrive with no price – the difference 
between 𝜂𝑎𝑏𝑠|| and 𝜂𝑎𝑏𝑠⏊ indeed decreased, but the total absorption (and hence detection 
efficiency) also decreased significantly. The concept of using a dielectric medium was later 
adopted for helping overcome the localized (near-field) interaction of the photons with the 
asymmetric shape of the SNSPD that increases the sensitivity to a certain photon polarization 
(Figure 9D). Redaelli et al.[140] showed that covering the SNSPD area with a dielectric layer (for 
both filling the gaps and covering the wire) helps delocalize the photon-wire interaction, hence 
decreasing the polarization sensitivity of the detector without suppressing the detection efficiency. 
Likewise, Zheng et al.[137] showed that embedding the SNSPD within a dielectric medium can give 
rise to a combination of very low contrast (0.5%) and very high absorption (96%). The efficiency 
enhancement of such architecture can be attributed also to its cavity-like effect. Driessen et al.[87] 
showed that the maximum absorption, 𝐴max =
𝑛1
𝑛1+𝑛3
, is obtained when 𝑅□ =
𝑛1𝑛3
𝑛1+𝑛3
 where 𝑅□ is 
the superconducting wire sheet resistance and 𝑛1,𝑛2 and 𝑛3 are the refractive indices of the top 
layer, superconducting wire and the substrate respectively. 
 
DE optimization summary  
 We can now summarize the factors that help increase the device efficiency. The main factor is 
the coupling of the SNSPD to the light source. Such coupling can be obtained by placing the device 
next to waveguides as well as adding cavities, antennae, wherever applicable. In the absence of 
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waveguide coupling, anti-reflecting mirrors, high fill factor and large active area can also help 
enhance the light coupling. The choice of materials and the film thickness influence both on the 
device absorption. Moreover, the homogeneity of the material, i.e. lack of grains at all or at least 
at a size comparable to the SNSPD width, low-roughness substrate and a design that prevents 
current crowding and constrictions (e.g. short wires, mainly relevant to waveguide coupling) also 
play a major role in increasing DE. Polarization orientation of the photons can be optimized 
parallel to the SNSPD plane, while using an optimized dielectric medium can help both enhance 
the absorption as well as reducing the SNSPD sensitivity to photon polarization, i.e. reducing the 
contrast.  Lastly, in addition to avoiding constrictions, the requirement for saturating DE as a 
function of 𝐼b suggest that materials with lower energy gap are preferable (also broadly leading to 
homogenous or amorphous materials).  
2.1.2 Dark counts and false counts  
Device efficiency is not the only factor that affects the performance of SNSPDs. High dark-
count rate reduces our confidence that the measured signal is of a photon that was intentionally 
sent to the detector. Hence, high DCR limits realization of SNSPDs in communication and 
quantum key distribution technologies.[141,142] 
Mechanisms 
False counts are any measurable voltage pulses on the SNSPDs that do not originate from a 
photon that was sent to the device intentionally. Such false signals arise due to either straying 
photons or due to fluctuations from superconducting to normal state in a device that is held very 
close to the phase transformation. Thermal fluctuations,[50,143] fluctuations in the bias currents well 
as quantum fluctuations in the amplitude[144,145] and phase[55,146] of the superconducting order 
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parameter, contribute all to false counts and are often called ‘dark counts’. Other fluctuations in 
the electronics can also contribute to false signals, but they can be distinguished from ‘true’ dark 
counts thanks to their time-evolution fingerprints[147] (yet, the rate of all false counts together, 
including those arise from straying photons, is usually called dark-count rate as in the current 
review). The dark-count and false-count mechanisms are illustrated schematically in Figure 10. 
 
Figure 10| Dark and false counts in SNSPDs. Schematic illustration of the origin of false counts in SNSPDs, such as stray 
photons, current crowding, thermal-, electronic-, and vortex- fluctuations as well as low signal-to-noise ratio. Bottom right graph: 
fitting of the measured dark-count rate to the three mechanisms discussed in the text at different bias-current values. Reproduced 
with permission.[50] 2010 © American Physical Society. 
Bartolf et al.[50] suggested that dark counts originate from three competing mechanisms, which are 
rather similar to the ‘true’ photon detection: (i) single-vortex motion; (ii) vortex-antivrotex 
unbinding; and (iii) vortex hopping. The dominancy of each of these mechanisms depend on 
experimental (i.e. extrinsic, and not intrinsic) parameters as demonstrated, e.g. in Figure 10.  
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Design and material solutions 
Most solutions to overcome high DCR involve extrinsic parameters. Tunable parameters 
include temperature, wavelength and current bias. Likewise, hardware parameters include low-
noise amplifiers and filters as well as good thermal and optical isolation. Yet, let us first discuss 
the parameters that involve design and materials. 
Intrinsic 
The demand for low sensitivity to fluctuations to reduce DCR dictates two main requirements 
from the material perspective. First, the material should be as homogenous as possible with respect 
to electron scattering (i.e. structure) as well as to the order parameter. For instance, Wollman et al. 
[22] demonstrated recently 10-4 s-1 DCR for amorphous MoxSi1-x SNSPD that is operated at 4.2 K 
(though at the UV regime). Yet, there has been a recent effort to reduce DCR intrinsically also 
with crystalline materials, e.g. with 10-1 s-1 for MgB2.
[148] 
The binding superconducting energy gap also affects DCR. Specifically, Engel et al.[51] suggest 
that for a specific photon energy (wavelength), smaller energy gap increases the chance for 
fluctuations, giving rise to higher DCR. Consequently, higher Δ suggests also that higher 𝐽c and 
higher 𝑇c help reduce the DCR. Indeed, because thermal fluctuations (δ𝑇) are usually independent 
of the absolute temperature, higher critical temperatures allow smaller 
δ𝑇
𝑇c
, which also help reduce 
the DCR for a given operating temperature. Similar considerations apply to electronic fluctuations 
(δ𝐼) and 𝐽c. In addition, for this respect, superconductors that are closer to the SIT tend to have 
stronger fluctuations of the order parameter.[145,149] Thus, materials with larger Δ, 𝑇c and 𝐽c (see 
Table 3 for examples) are favorable for low DCR also from this perspective. Of course, these 
requirements are contradictory to the requirement for high DE. Thus, in addition to optimization 
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of the intrinsic material properties and design, reducing the DCR while maintaining high DE 
moves the focus to the extrinsic properties. 
Design 
The likelihood for high DCR increases when the switching current becomes smaller than the 
critical current. Thus, design and fabrication reasons that give rise, e.g. to current 
crowding[103,104,150] and constrictions,[106] not only deteriorate DE but also increase DCR.[151] 
Thermal phase slips as well as vortex-crossing events depend strongly on the SNSPD geometry. 
For instance, Inderbitzin et al.[152] demonstrated with a 100-nm thick Nb SNSPD that increasing 
film thickness helps avoid DCR, which is consistent with earlier demonstration of the Berggren 
group[147] that noise is reduced for thick and narrow wires. The idea of using narrow wires was 
supported also theoretically, by Engel et al.[51] Following Likharev’s[153] analysis of 
superconducting weak links, Engel et al.[51] suggested that wires wider than ~4.4 times the 
coherence length of the Cooper pairs in the superconductor (𝜉) allow for vortex crossing, hence 
giving rise to increase of the DCR. We should note that following this analysis, narrower wires 
behave as tunneling junctions. For a SNSPD with a typical geometry of ~5-nm thickness and ~100-
nm width (much narrower SNSPDs have also been reported[147]), some materials (e.g. 𝜉𝑁𝑏 =
38nm[154]) will be considered weak links, while most materials used for SNSPDs will have a 
coherence length shorter than 4.4 times the coherence length (see Table 3 for comparison between 
coherence length and other material parameters of superconductors). 
DCR optimization summary  
 We can now summarize the parameters leading to low dark-count rate. Low dark-count rate 
is obtained when the SNSPD is running far away from the fluctuation regime. Thus, homogeneous 
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material (structure and superconducting order parameter) as well as a constriction-free and current-
crowding free design are required. Moreover, narrow wires (<~4.4 times the coherence length) are 
also required, for decreasing the probability for vortex crossing. Because the intrinsic parameters 
that can help minimize fluctuations and hence the DCR (e.g. large Δ, 𝑇c and 𝐽c) are the opposite 
than those required for increasing DE, optimization of extrinsic properties (lower operating 
temperature and lower 𝐼b, especially for devices with saturating DE) is usually more important for 
the DCR. 
2.2 Timing 
2.2.1 Timing jitter 
The fast timing jitter of SNSPDs is perhaps their most attractive property, outperforming 
competing technologies.[14,15] As opposed to a clear limit of e.g. DE=100%, it is not yet clear how 
small τ can be.[155–158] The mechanisms that dictate the timing jitter as well as the intrinsic and 
extrinsic properties that affect it are still not completely understood and have been examined 
recently very intensively.[155–158] Thus, optimizing τ  and exploring its origin are still open tasks. 
Mechanism 
The uncertainty in time arrival for a detected photon is a combination of three different 
uncertainties.[16,157] The fundamental timing jitter of device (τd) is usually believed to be affected 
by its geometry or design (τdd)
[157,158] as well as by intrinsic material properties (τdi), mainly the 
kinetic inductance,[18,159,160] electro-thermal properties[161] and material homogeneity.[158] The 
electronic noise or signal-to-noise ratio also contribute to the uncertainty in the timing of the 
signal (τe). Lastly, another contribution to the jitter of the system, but which is not an inherent 
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part of the SNSPD is the uncertainty in timing of the single-photon source (τs).
[159] 
Experimentally, τ is measured from the full-width-half-maximum (FWHM) of the histogram of 
counts as a function of time arrival of a large number of single-photon detection events (i.e. the 
instrument response function, IRF).[14] This histogram (the IRF) comprises the accumulated 
uncertainty in time arrival from the geometry, electronics and source. Thus, the complete timing 
jitter satisfies: τ = √∑ τi
2, where the τi’s are the different components of the timing jitter (e.g. 
τd, τe and τs). A summary of these mechanisms can be found in a recent paper by Sidorova et 
al.,[162] while schematic illustrations of the jitter mechanisms are demonstrated in Figure 11. 
 
Figure 11| Timing jitter in SNSPDs. Illustration of the origin of uncertainty in arrival time (timing jitter) of photons detected with 
SNSPDs. Left-to right: illustration of the difference between two photon-detection events in time delay between the photon arrival 
(top) and the conversion of the photon to an electric signal (bottom), emphasizing the timing jitter definition. Reproduced with 
permission.[159] 2011 © Springer Nature Switzerland AG. Bias current, wire width and length, kinetic inductance and current 
crowding (Reproduced with permission.[151] 2012 © The Optical Society) are all intrinsic properties that affect the timing jitter, 
while timing uncertainty related to the light source and the noise arriving from the SNSPD amplifiers and electronics also influence 
the timing jitter. Finally, (i) constrictions in device width and (ii) thickness, giving rise to (iii-iv) respective increased timing jitter. 
Reproduced with permission.[158] 2017© AIP Publishing. 
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Recently, there have been several attempts to determine the fundamental limit of τ. Wu et al.[156] 
suggested that the fundamental uncertainty in photon arrival corresponds to the time it takes for a 
vortex to cross the width of a SNSPD, limiting τ to roughly 1 ps. Likewise, Kozorezov et al.[163] 
suggested that in the case of amorphous superconductors, the fundamental timing jitter is dictated 
by Fano fluctuations, setting a limit of the same order of magnitude. These authors have also 
analyzed thoroughly the contribution of latency of the detector response very recently.[155] Lastly, 
the Berggren group[157] related the fundamental uncertainty in photon time arrival to the 
uncertainty in the specific position that the photon was absorbed along the superconducting 
nanowire, suggesting that the fundamental limit is intrinsic rather than electronic dependent.[164]  
Intrinsic and design solutions 
Addressing timing jitter reduction requires a combination of device design, material 
optimization as well as careful choice of the electronic system. Thus, complete overview of the 
parameters that govern the timing jitter should include both the following discussion as well as the 
sections that discuss system hardware. 
Intrinsic - material properties 
𝑅□, 𝐼𝑐 
Gol’tsman and co-authors[84,165–167] reported in earlier works sub-35 ps system jitter for a NbN-
based SNSPDs. Following a previous analysis of Bertolini and Coche from 1968,[168] Zhao et 
al.[159] suggested in 2011 that increasing 𝐼c as well as the normal resistance of the device (𝑅n) 
results in an increase in the SNR and hence reducing τ. Consequently, You et al.[169] examined 
thoroughly the behavior of jitter of a NbN SNSPD under various conditions, while they also 
introduced artificial noise to the system, allowing them to derive the governing mechanisms even 
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more carefully. The outcome of this study, which showed τ=18 ps, confirmed that high 𝐼c, which 
allows larger bias currents helps reduce the timing jitter (Figure 12). 
b 
Figure 12| Timing jitter in SNSPDs. Timing jitter as a function of (A) signal-to-noise ratio and (B) bias current. The lack of 
dependence of 𝜏 on temperature (and hence on 𝐼𝑐) indicates that the absolute value of 𝐼𝑏 and not the normalized value (𝐼𝑏𝑛) that 
affects the jitter. Reproduced with permission.[169] 2013 © AIP Publishing LLC. 
𝑇𝑐, 𝛥 
Both Δ and 𝑇c depend directly on the critical current density, 𝐽c. Thus, as suggested, e.g. by 
Cheng et al.,[158] increasing 𝑇c (and Δ) are also expected to reduce the timing jitter. Indeed, as seen 
in Figure 13, when comparing timing jitter and 𝑇c of competitive SNSPDs made of different 
materials (albeit with a comparable design), we find that τ decreases for materials with lower 𝑇c. 
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Figure 13| Timing jitter vs. 𝑻𝒄. 𝑇𝑐 and timing jitter of a selected set of comparable SNSPD devices. (A): Amorphous molybdenum 
silicide[22] and molybdenum germanium SNSPDs.[97]; (B): Two NbN SNSPDs of a similar design.[170] (C) Current records in timing 
jitter for NbN[18] and tungsten silicide[164] SNSPDs. (D) Two high-efficiency tungsten silicide SNSPDs.[16,100] (E) Comparable 
NbTiN and NbN SNSPDs.[171] 
𝐿𝑘 
Kinetic inductance was found to have crucial effects on timing jitter.[157] Given the dependence 
of 𝐿k on the sheet resistance (Equation 2), from the SNR perspective, higher 𝐿k should help 
reduce τ. However, 𝐿k determines also the speed at which the electric signal flows in the wire from 
the area of photon absorption to the electrodes. Thus, from this electromagnetic perspective, lower 
𝐿k is required to minimize τ.
[157] Yet, the dominant contribution of 𝐿k to the jitter is believed to 
arrive from the role it plays in the signal-transfer time rather than in the SNR. For instance, Kerman 
et al.[172] showed in 2006 that the rise time of SNSPD signals (i.e. the measurable voltage) depends 
on kinetic inductance: 𝑡rise =
𝐿k
𝑍shunt+𝑅n
, where 𝑍shunt is the impedance of the shunt that is 
connected in parallel to the SNSPD (this expression also strengthens the requirement for large 𝑅n, 
while yet maintaining 𝑅n > 𝑍shunt). The kinetic inductance is an integration of the intrinsic sheet 
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kinetic inductance (i.e. inductance per square of the materials, 𝐿k□) over the geometric path of the 
signal, which is defined by the length (𝑙) and width (𝑤) of the path (i.e. 
𝑙
𝑤
= number of squares): 
𝐿k = 𝐿k□ ∙
𝑙
𝑤
            (3) 
Thus, the intrinsic kinetic inductivity (𝐿 = 𝐿k□ ∙ 𝑑, 𝑑-thickness) defines how the signal rise 
time and hence the distribution multiple photon detection rise time events is skewed. 
Consequently, for a given geometry, smaller 𝐿 gives rise to smaller τ. Indeed, when surveying 
recent literature for different materials and systems, Wu et al.[173] showed that decrease in rise time 
is translated directly to decrease in the timing jitter, while they also demonstrated 14.2 ps for their 
NbN SNSPD. We support their claim that the decrease in time rise can be translated to decrease 
in timing jitter by elucidating the fact that the distribution of the time arrival of the photons is also 
determined by the time rise. Thus, if the time rise increases, the distribution of photon time arrival 
will be skewed, leading to an increase in timing jitter. In Figure 14, we illustrate schematically 
this effect of the kinetic inductivity on the timing jitter. Here, when two photons are detected in 
different points along the SNSPD, the photon that was detected closer to the electrode (ℎ𝜈1) will 
have a shorter path (𝑙1 < 𝑙2) to go until the detected signal is generated in comparison to a photon 
that is detected further away from the electrode (ℎ𝜈2). Because the effective kinetic inductance 
depends on the path (Equation 3) we obtain 𝐿𝑘1 < 𝐿𝑘2. Now, we saw that the time rise is 
proportional to 𝐿𝑘. Consequently, the signal generated from the first photon will have a faster time 
rise than the second photon and will therefore be detected earlier (Δ𝑡1 < Δ𝑡2). The timing jitter is 
the uncertainty in time arrival, which means that fundamentally, the larger the difference in rise 
time between two photons that are detected along the wire, the higher the timing jitter. Hence, 
reducing the kinetic inductance will derive reduction in the rise time of each photon-detection 
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event and therefore in the difference in the time it takes them to arrive to the detector, i.e. Δ𝑡2 −
Δ𝑡1 is reduced.  That is, decreasing the kinetic induction of the SNSPD helps reduces its rising 
time and consequentially its timing jitter (shortening the wire will have a similar effect to the 
decrease in kinetic inductance). Smirnov et al.[20] demonstrated recently further development of 
the dependence of rise time on kinetic inductance. Schuk et al.[174] suggested that the timing jitter 
of NbTiN, which has relatively low kinetic inductance (Figure 13), can be rather low, while the 
specific value they measured (51 ps) was relatively high due to the used electronics.  
 
Figure 14| Effects of kinetic inductance and device geometry on timing jitter. Two identical photons that are absorbed in 
different places along the SNSPD (top) arrive at the electrodes, and hence producing a voltage signal, at different rise times (𝛥𝑡), 
which depends on the distance between detection point and the SNSPD electrode (𝑙). The consequential difference in rise time 
results in a difference in the time that passes between the moment that the photon was absorbed and the time at which the voltage 
pulse was detected. Thus, this difference in rise time, which increases for longer wires as well as for wires with higher kinetic 
inductance, adds to the uncertainty in the photon arrival time (i.e. timing jitter). A detailed discussion is given in the main text. 
Homogeneity/amorphousness 
  Amorphous-material SNSPDs 
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Empirically, amorphous materials exhibit a typical slower timing jitter than crystalline 
materials (Figure 13). It can be inferred that the slower timing jitter is due to the lower energy gap 
(and 𝑇c) that such materials usually exhibit (Figure 13).
[58,102] Marsili et al.[16] reported in 2013 
τ=150 ps for their amorphous tungsten silicide (W0.55Si0.45) device, suggesting that the electronic 
noise in the system dominated this value. Yet, very recently, Korzh et al.[164] suggested that if the 
electronic noise of the system is reduced by using low-noise electronics and good impedance 
matching, while the geometric contribution to the timing jitter is also minimized, amorphous 
WxSi1-x can exhibit τ as low as 10.3 ps. Verma et al.[97] measured in 2014 τ=69 ps for an amorphous 
molybdenum germanium (MoxGe1-x) SNSPD. Korneeva et al.
[96] reported in the same year  τ=120 
ps for molybdenum silicide (MoxSi1-x) detectors, and Verma et al.
[175] reduced τ in this material a 
year later to 76 ps, while Caloz et al.[98] showed τ=26 ps for MoxSi1-x SNSPDs. 
  Crystalline-material SNSPDs 
In comparison to amorphous materials, SNSPDs based on crystalline materials demonstrate 
shorter timing jitter. There has been a continuous reduction of τ over the years for SNSPDs made 
of the common material NbN, since the Gol’tsman and co-authors[84,165–167] reported initially 35 
ps. Recent studies showed sub-15 ps timing jitter for NbN SNSPDs,[169,173] while Korzh et al.[18] 
measured 2.7 ps, which is the lowest value reported in general. This value was measured though 
at λ=400 nm, while this SNSPD set also the record of τ=4.7 ps for λ=1550 nm. NbTiN demonstrate 
slightly larger τ, ranging from 68 ps[68] to values as low as 11.3 ps.[124] Lastly, Annunziata et al.[176] 
overcame processing challenges and measured τ < 100 ps for a crystalline structure of metallic 
Nb SNSPDs. 
  Hybrid amorphous-crystalline SNSPDs 
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The above distinction between amorphous and crystalline SNSPDs raises a motivation to 
optimize the amorphousness of a superconductor. Following a recent analysis of the effects of 
amorphousness on superconducting thin films,[59] such optimization may open a new path for 
SNSPDs that benefit from the competitive detection properties of amorphous materials as well as 
from the superior timing performance of crystalline superconductors. It has been suggested 
recently[65] that using bilayers of amorphous and crystalline materials gives rise to hybridization 
of the superconducting properties via the proximity effect[177] (Figure 15). Indeed, SNSPDs made 
of a bilayer of 2-nm thick amorphous WxSi1-x on 2-nm thick crystalline NbN demonstrated 
optimized detection performance with τ=52 ps, much faster timing jitter than WxSi1-x SNSPDs.[65] 
Further optimization of such hybrids is still under investigation.   
 
Figure 15| Tunable functionality in superconducting nanostructures. (A) The order parameter or electron wave function of two 
neighboring superconductors (SC1 and SC2) are mixed at the boundary between the two materials (within the dashed lines) due to 
the superconducting proximity effect.[177] (B) Processing bilayers with films thinner than these boundary gives rise to hybridization 
of functional properties. Reproduced with permission.[65] 2017. © IOP Publishing. Such hybridization method helped optimize 
device properties of a bilayer NbN-WxSi1-x SNSPD.[65] 
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Material Summary 
Careful examination of the jitter reported for different materials allows us to examine the 
dominancy of the above parameters. For instance, Figure 13 shows a clear trend that suggests that 
from the material perspective, higher 𝑇c (and hence higher 𝐽c and Δ) is the most promising 
parameter to reduce τ. This also means that from this perspective, the effect of 𝐿 is secondary. That 
is, optimization of 𝐿 is important for the jitter only after the material was chosen, and this 
optimization is usually done by device design rather than by changing the material. We should 
note though, that because 𝑇c scales roughly inverse to the homogeneity or amorphousness of the 
material, it is impossible currently to distinguish which of these two properties dominates τ. 
Device design 
Electronics 
To fulfill the performance potential of the SNSPDs, there is a strong desire to minimize τ closer 
to the intrinsic limit τd. Thus, the signal-to-noise ratio has to be reduced to allow τe ≪ τd. In his 
2013 paper on WxSi1-x SNSPDs, Marsili et al.
[16] the authors used cryogenic pre-amplifiers to 
reduce the timing jitter τ=96 ps from 121 ps with room-temperature electronics. Likewise, Zadeh 
et al.[124] who used the same method to obtain τ=48.8 ps for NbTiN detectors. To-date, the systems 
with the reported shortest timing jitter for all materials involve cryogenic components, such as pre-
amplifiers, filters and bias teas.[18] 
Device Design 
Constrictions 
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The device geometry affects strongly several factors important to the jitter, such as bias and 
switching currents, 𝐿k and 𝑅n. The effects of geometry on timing jitter became clearer when 
devices that involve SNSPDs connected in parallel (superconducting nanowire avalanche 
photodetectors, SNAPs) and other large-area devices demonstrated high SNR but high timing 
jitter.[147,178–180] Similarly to DE and DCR, constrictions in the wires (narrower areas due to 
inhomogeneity in fabrication, due to substrates effects, due to granular structure or due to current 
crowding) deteriorate also timing performance.[155,158,181–183] Pictorial illustration of the effects of 
constrictions and inhomogeneities on timing jitter is given in Figure 11.  
Dimensions – length and width 
The dimensions of the wires also have a strong effect on the timing jitter. Longer and narrower 
wires comprise higher probability for inhomogeneities and constrictions.[147,155,158,178–183] These 
dimensions affect also the timing jitter more directly. Wu et al.[156] suggested that wider wires 
allow larger variation in the time that a vortex crosses the wire, i.e. increasing the uncertainty in 
of the photon arrival time. Likely, very recent works suggest that magnetic effects, e.g. due to the 
meandering geometry, also contributes to the timing jitter.[184] Additionally, the Berggren group 
suggested[93] that the increase in 𝐿k (Equation 3) due to an increase in the device length plays a 
significant role in the timing jitter, Using this hypotheses, recent efforts have led to sub-5 ps for a 
short and linear NbN SPSND[18] (Figure 16) and 10.3 ps for WxSi1-x SNSPDs.  
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Figure 16| Sub-5 ps timing jitter in a linear short-wire geometry NbN SNSPD. Reproduced with permission.[18] 2018 © arXiv. 
We should note that contradictory to the require for short length to reduce 𝐿k, the necessity in 
larger 𝑅n (for higher SNR and shorter rise times, 𝑡rise) implies that larger wires are preferable. 
That is, similarly to Equation 3, the device normal resistance equals to the sheet resistance times 
the number of squares: 𝑅n = 𝑅□ ∙
𝑙
𝑤
 . Hence, the geometrical requirements that stem from large 𝑅n 
contradict those associated with small 𝐿k. Practically, 𝑅□ can be controlled rather easily, e.g. by 
changing the film thickness or the disorder in the superconductor.[59] Thus, the geometrical 
considerations related to minimization of τ can be governed by 𝐿k, as demonstrated by the above 
examples (including Figure 13).[18,93] 
 Measurement scheme 
Although short wires are favorable for reducing τ via the reduction of kinetic inductance, such 
devices may be less attractive from the device efficiency perspective. One way to overcome this 
challenge is to increase the DE, e.g. by coupling the SNSPD to waveguides.[88,111,174,185,186] 
However, there are other solutions that do not require a special design, but rather, they involve a 
different measurement scheme. Such readout schemes can be implemented also to short wires, 
reducing further τ. Specifically, Calandry et al.[157] measured the two electrodes of the wires 
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separately, in a differential measurement reduced the timing jitter in a NbN SNSPD from 35 ps to 
29 ps in a simple wire and to 12 ps for wires with a different geometric design (τe < 7). Likewise, 
Shcheslavskiy et al.[187] developed a different readout scheme to measure low jitter (τ=7.9 ps) in a 
NbN SNSPD, while they also surveyed jitter measurements from other devices that have been 
done with this readout scheme.  
Jitter optimization summary 
We can now sum up the above conclusions regarding the design of a SNSPD system with 
minimized timing jitter: (i) choosing a material with high 𝑇c (or hybridizing a bilayer of two 
materials); (ii) growing a film with high sheet resistance (thin or disordered); (iii) designing a short 
device for low 𝐿k and low constriction (waveguide coupling can help compensate for the DE), 
while avoiding current crowding; (iv) processing a narrow wire for low vortex-crossing 
uncertainty (as long as no constrictions); (v) choosing electronic and readout components with low 
noise, if possible, at cryogenic temperatures; and (vi) measuring the differential signal between the 
two electrodes of the wire. 
2.2.2 Reset time 
Introduction  
From an application perspective, reset time defines the frequency band of a single device. That 
is, the shorter the reset time, the larger is the amount of data (number of photons) that can be 
detected in a given time. We should note that while the jitter dictates a fundamental limit for the 
system, having a system with a large number of devices might overcome limitations that 
presumably arise from the device reset time. For instance, a system can be designed so that when 
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one SNSPD detects a photon and the device has not yet reset, the next photon will be directed to a 
different SNSPD, which is ready to detect it.[125,161,172,188–190] Yet, for many applications as well as 
for the sake of improving a specific device performance, it is important to understand the 
parameters that affect the reset time as well as to discuss methods to minimize it. 
Mechanism and Definitions  
When a SNSPD detects a single-photon, it becomes normal. At this stage, the current flows 
through the shunt and the device cools down to become superconducting again. Thus, after a 
photon-detection event there is a certain time period at which the device is not ready to detect a 
second photon as it was ready to detect the first photon. We can distinguish between two sequential 
processes that take place during this time. Initially, when the SNSPD is normal, a second photon 
cannot be detected at all. However, when the superconducting wire is then cooled down, the current 
gradually flows from the shunt back to the detector. During this time, the SNSPD starts being able 
to detect another photon, albeit with limited efficiency. The DE increases with time until the entire 
current flows again through the SNSPD only and the system is ready to detect another photon, 
exactly as it was ready to detect the first one.[191,192] Following Migdal et al.,[191] the first step, at 
which no second photon can be detected at all, is called dead time (𝑡dead), while the second step, 
at which the DE is gradually recovered is called reset time (𝑡reset). These processes are illustrated 
in Figure 17. We should note that the shunt and electronic components play a significant role in 
the reset time. That is, the role of the shunt is to allow fast reset time, while yet successfully 
absorbing the inductance energy (
1
2
𝐿k𝐼b
2) from the wire and let it cool back to the superconducting 
state without latching.[193] Other electronic components, such as amplifiers and filter may also 
contribute to this tradeoff. 
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Figure 17| Reset time. (A) Equivalent circuit of the inductance and switchable resistance in SNSPD connected in parallel to a 
shunt resistor, emphasizing the geometric and device parameters that affect the reset time. Reproduced with permission.[172] 2006 
© AIP Publishing LLC. (B) Efficiency (top) and voltage (bottom) time evolution upon a photon detection, at which initially another 
arriving photon cannot be detected (𝑡𝑑𝑒𝑎𝑑), while the efficiency then increases gradually (𝑡𝑟𝑒𝑠𝑒𝑡) until the device has completely 
recovered and is ready to detect the next photon. 
From a practical measurable device characteristic point of view, reset time is measured as the 
time at which the voltage between the two electrodes decays[172] (Figure 17). Typically, this curve 
of voltage vs. time can be simplify fit to an exponent for obtaining the device reset 
time.[19,76,111,188,194] Kerman et al.[172] showed that the fall time is: 
𝑡reset =
𝐿k
𝑍shunt
 (4) 
(which is reminiscent of the above expression that describes the rise time), while later works 
suggest that the 𝑍shunt should be replaced by the impedance of the electronics, which may include 
e.g. the capacitance and resistance of the amplifiers.[19,65] There is no agreement what parts of this 
exponential decay should exactly be included as the reset time. For instance, it has been suggested 
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that 𝑡reset is measured for the time at which the signal dropped to 
1
𝑒
 of its peak value.[97,99,188,195] 
On the other hand, other works[16,96] suggest that the reset time is the time at which the signal drops 
from 90% of the peak value to 10%, which is more consistent with the usual method of measuring 
phase transition in nano superconducting structures.[59,196] We illustrated schematically the 
mechanisms that are involved in setting the reset time in Figure 17. 
Intrinsic and design solutions 
The methods to address reset time reduction usually involve tunability of material and design 
parameters that affect 𝐿k, while 𝑅n is important when comparing to the shunt, for avoiding 
latching. Electronic components, such as shunt resistor and effective shunt impedance are also 
important. Finally, geometric design that allows further reduction of 𝐿k is also a common method 
to reduce 𝑡reset. 
Intrinsic – material properties 
The main material property that affects the reset time is inductivity. Typically, crystalline 
materials, which have lower 𝐿, demonstrate faster reset time than amorphous SNSPDs[16,22,175] 
(though low-𝐿 amorphous materials, such as MoxSi1-x also exhibit low reset time[96]). For instance, 
Gol’tsman[13] reported ca. 100-ps reset time already in the first NbN SNSPD paper. Typical NbN 
devices with larger active area or higher DE as well as with different device design demonstrated 
reset time of a few nanoseconds, ranging from 100 ps for special designs to a few dozens of 
nanoseconds[170,197] or even 100 ns for an extreme device size in diameter.[178]  NbTiN has smaller 
inductivity than NbN,[113] giving rise presumably to shorter 𝑡reset. However, the reset time of 
NbTiN SNSPDs in the literature is slightly slower than that of NbN SNSPDs, ranging from 6.58 
ns[198] to 10 ns,[199]  while Schuck et al.[174] demonstrated in 2013 1.2-ns reset time for a short 
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SNSPD that is coupled to a waveguide. We should note that the faster reset time in NbN devices 
stems most probably from the fact that much more effort has been put into optimizing NbN devices 
rather than to improve NbTiN. Indeed, Yang et al.[171] examined carefully the different in 
performance between NbTiN and NbN SNSPDs of a similar design and found that the reset time 
of the NbTiN SNSPD was 17 ns, faster than 32-ns measured for a NbN SNSPD. The authors 
suggest that this difference is due to a two-fold difference between the kinetic inductance of the 
NbTiN device and that of the NbN SNSPD. Note though that there was a two-fold difference also 
in the normal resistance (NbN is larger) as well as in the critical current (NbTiN is larger) in these 
devices. 
Another parameter that one should bear in mind is the normal resistance of the wire. 𝑅n, which  
affects the reset time only indirectly.[172] That is, the device resistance does not play a direct role in 
the reset time, but it does affect the shunt resistance, which in turn affects the reset time directly 
(the resistance affects also the reset time due to the relationship between resistance and inductance, 
as was given in Equation 3). The shunt is chosen to be larger than the device resistance, allowing 
for cooling of the wire after a photon-detection event. Equation 4 suggests that the larger the shunt 
impedance, the shorter the reset time is. Thus, presumably, larger 𝑅n values are preferable. 
However, large resistance gives rise to an increase in accumulated heat in the wire during a photon-
detection event. When the heat energy exceeds the limit that the shunt can help divert (with respect 
to the hotspot energy), the wire latches after a single-photon detection event and never returns to 
its superconducting state, and hence cannot function as a photon detector. Therefore, the resistance 
should be optimized so that it is the largest possible, yet without letting the device to latch.[200] 
From the material perspective, the optimization is done for the sheet resistance, which is the 
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material intrinsic property. However, the device resistance is determined also by the design, which 
we will discuss next. 
Device design 
There are three main methods to design SNSPDs with reduced reset time. These methods 
concern (i) changing the resistance of the wire or the shunt that is connected in parallel to the wire, 
(ii) changing the device geometry as well as (iii) processing higher hierarchy of SNSPD structures. 
The first method is to play around with the shunt, i.e. to increase its impedance, without affecting 
the device performance (without decreasing DE).[193] Yang et al.[161] showed that adding a 
resistance in series to a NbN SNSPD (effectively increasing 𝑅n), the reset time can be reduced by 
about one half. Moreover, Kerman et al.[201] increased the load (shunt) resistance to reduce 𝑡reset 
from 7.2 ns to 2.4 ns. 
Optimizing the geometry with respect to the reset time is obtained mainly by minimizing the 
inductance, i.e. shortening the wire (see Equation 3). In the first NbN SNSPD paper by Gol’tsman 
et al.,[13] the 100-ps reset time can be ascribed to the short length of the wire. The same reset time 
was demonstrated a bit later[165] also to a larger-area device, though with a small fill factor and 
hence a medium-size length of ca. 40 m. The problem with short detectors and small effective 
areas is that the DE is also low. Thus, a combination of small wires that are coupled efficiently to 
the light source, e.g. with waveguides, cavities or antennae, allows improvement in reset time 
without decreasing DE. For instance, in 2012, Pernice et al.[88] coupled in 2012 a short wire (10 
m) to a waveguide, demonstrating 450-ps reset time (and 91% on-chip DE for 1550-nm 
wavelength). Likewise, in 2016, Vetter et al.[19] coupled a SNSPD with cavity, allowing them to 
measure 119-ps reset time for a short wire (and 30% on-chip DE at 1550 nm). In addition, the 
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current record of 1.2-ns reset time for an NbTiN SNSPD was measured in 2013[174] also for a 
relatively short device that was coupled to a waveguide (< 67.7% DE at 1542 nm). 
The last design aspect relevant to the minimization is hierarchical SNSPD structures. Following 
the suggestion of Kerman et al.,[172] Dauler et al.[190] proposed in 2007 to connect a number of 
wires in parallel to each other, where each wire has a kinetic inductance: 𝐿k
wire (see Figure 18A-
B). The inductance of the entire device in such a geometry is: 𝐿k
tot =
𝐿k
wire
𝑁
. That is, the kinetic 
inductance of this device is smaller than the inductance of a single wire (𝐿k
wire) by a factor of 𝑁 
(Figure 18C). Based on similar arguments, at about the same time, Ejrnaes et al.[202] demonstrated 
a device, in which all wires are biased close to their switching-current value, so that the entire 
current that flows in the device is much larger than the typical bias current in a single-wire device 
(~5 times larger). When a photon hits one of these parallel wires, it becomes resistive, so that the 
other wires, which are still superconducting, serve as a shunt to this resistive wire and absorbs all 
of its excessive current. Consequently, after the photon was absorbed in one of the wires, the 
current that was redistributed in the parallel wires exceeds the switching values also in all of these 
other wires. This avalanche effect gives rise not only to a faster process (due to lower kinetic 
inductance), but also to a higher single-to-noise ratio, as was demonstrated, e.g. by the MIT 
group.[179] This superconducting nanowire avalanche single-photon detectors (SNAP)[202] 
exhibited 12.5-ns reset time for a large-area device . Cheng et al.[194] presented later a large-area 
SNAP with 890-ps reset time (with saturating DE vs. 𝐼b behavior, but the low system absorption 
set the DE on 20% at 1550 nm). Another method to form avalanche detection, albeit with a larger 
reset time, is by connecting parallel SNSPDs not electrically, but thermally. The NIST[203] group 
demonstrated layered architecture of two SNSPDs with a sandwiched layer that allows electric 
isolation, but yet conduct thermally. Here, a photon-induced hotspot in one wire grows also to the 
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neighboring wire, so that the two wires become normal together, similarly to SNAP. The idea of 
Dauler et al.[190] was implemented not only in SNAPs, but also in a slightly modified design that 
allows fast reset time as well as photon counting[188,189] as well as photon allocation. Implementing 
this idea, Tarkhov et al.[21] demonstrated a device with 𝑡reset=50 ps for a photon counter (up to 12 
photons) that can detect single photons with a potential for ca. 300-nm spatial resolution (at λ=950 
nm) (Figure 18D). Verma et al.[204] demonstrated a similar design for a four-pixel array of SNSPDs 
made of WxSi1-x, with 24-ns reset time, while Zhao et al.
[205] measured sub-4 ns reset time for an 
equivalent NbN-based system with integrated on-chip inductors and resistors. 
 
Figure 18| Parallel-wire design of SNSPDs. Scanning electron micrograph (false colors) of SNSPDs with parallel-wire design: 
(A) a superconducting nanowire avalanche photo-detector (SNAP). Reproduced with permission.[206] 2012 © AIP Publishing LLC. 
(B) an interleaved photon counter. Reproduced with permission.[207] 2008 © arXiv. (C) Equivalent circuit and (D) improved reset 
time with increasing number of parallel-connected wires. Reproduced with permission.[21] 2008 © AIP Publishing LLC. 
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Reset-time optimization summary  
Summarizing the requirements for short reset time in SNSPDs suggests that the main factor 
that governs this property is the device inductance. Hence, choosing a low-𝐿 material, processing 
a short wire (and compensating for the coupling by integrating, e.g. s waveguide) and connecting 
several wires in parallel contribute all to faster reset times. 
3. Extrinsic/experimental parameters influence 
After having discussed how the device characteristics are affected by intrinsic properties, we 
can now examine the effects of the extrinsic properties, with a focus on current bias, operating 
temperature and photon wavelength. The working conditions of these extrinsic properties are set 
by the intrinsic behavior. For instance, the critical current and critical temperature will dictate, 
respectively the operating current and temperature range as illustrated in Figure 4A. 
3.1 Current bias 
Modulating the bias currents helps us bring the system closer or further away to the phase 
transition. Thus, increasing the bias current increases also the likelihood to detect a photon (i.e. 
higher DE, see Figure 6B), but also increasing the chance of detecting false signals, due to increase 
in fluctuations (i.e. higher DCR). Bartolf et al.[50] suggested that the origin of dark counts stems 
from three competing mechanisms, depending on the bias current, which is normalized by the 
switching current (an intrinsic property): 𝐼bn = 𝐼b/𝐼s. The dominant mechanism for low bias 
current values is single-vortex motion. For larger Ib, the dark counts are mostly associated with 
vortex-antivrotex unbinding and vortex hopping. 
Practically, Marsili et al.[16] used tungsten silicide-based SNSPDs to demonstrated that nearly 
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ideal DE is obtained when devices that operate at a saturation region of the DE as a function of 
current bias. Here, biasing the wire at the plateau region at a value much lower than the switching 
current allows us to operate the device at its highest DE, while yet being less sensitive to the 
undesirable fluctuations that are the origin of the DCR. Similar behavior has been obtained for 
NbN[20] and NbTiN[124] SNSPDs as well as for NbN-W5Si3 hybrid devices.
[65]   
The current bias affects also the resultant signal, so that the voltage of a photon-detection event 
is higher with increasing bias current. Consequently, increasing the current bias helps improve 
signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) and hence reducing the timing jitter.[157,169,175] 
3.2 Operating temperature (and a word on high-𝑻𝐜 superconducting nanowires) 
In the framework of phonon-mediated electron pairing (i.e. BCS superconductivity), the 
superconducting properties depend on the electron-electron binding energy, Δ, which in turn 
depends on the temperature. Thus, under this framework, the temperature affects SNSPD-related 
parameters, such as critical current. The interplay between current and temperature (as well as 
magnetic field) is illustrated schematically in Figure 4A, while this interplay is even more 
pronounced in thin films, closer to the SIT (Figure 4B-C). Hence, the operating temperature affects 
SNSPDs similarly to the effects of bias current (e.g. see increase in DE saturation region with 
decreasing temperature in Figure 6B). 
The operating temperature is a balance between the requirement to reduce thermal-related 
fluctuations and increasing the working temperature range with respect to 𝑇c and the requirement 
for cost reduction of the cryocoolers (for deeper insights on cryocoolers see e.g. reviews by 
Radebaugh[208,209]). There is a big jump in cost for refrigerating systems that operate around the 
He lambda point (2.1768 K), which practically suggests a ~ 2.5-K limit. Such temperature are 
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obtained by e.g. Gifford-McMahon refrigerators (the current commercially available state-of-the-
art closed-cycle cooler for SNSPDs) that have been adopted for SNSPDs by the NIST group,[210] 
while pulse tube can obtain slightly higher temperatures around this range. The next big step is at 
the 4.2-K temperature of liquid helium, which is typically too high for conventional SNSPDs, even 
for NbN-based devices,[211–213] while miniaturized 4-k closed-cycle coolers have been developed 
for space applications and demonstrated for SNSPDs by Gemmell et al.[214]). Examining NbN-
based SNSPDs, Yamashita et al.[215] demonstrated a constant decrease in system detection 
efficiency from 15% at 16 mK through ca. 10% at 2.5 K, which then dropped already to 2% at 4 
K. These authors associated their observation to the decrease in 𝐼c with increasing temperatures, 
while the work was backed-up with a recent study by Zhang et al.[197] on a 90%-SDE SNSPD. 
Lower temperatures are also favorable for reducing noise stemming from thermal fluctuations in 
the superconducting state, i.e. thermal phase slips (in the BCS framework) or vortex-related 
fluctuations (in the BKT framework).[212] Phenomenological analysis of these fluctuations were 
also discussed in the literature.[197,216] Lowering the operating temperature may also assist in 
reducing some of the electronic noise in the low-temperature components and in the bias current 
that flows in the SNSPD. Lastly, lowering the temperature-related fluctuation by reducing the 
temperature as well as facilitating good thermal isolation of the device has a strong influence on 
the reduction of dark-count rate.[197,212] In this respect, using low-temperature electronics, Shibata 
et al.[17,217,218] demonstrated that reducing the temperature helps reduce false counts that arrive 
from black-body radiation. 
Similar to other superconducting technologies, there is a continuous effort to develop SNSPDs 
based on higher critical temperatures. For instance, there have been several reports on MgB2 
SNSPDs,[148,219,220] working also at 4.2 K and higher with low dark-count rate. We should note that 
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SNSPDs based on high-𝑇c superconductors, such as the cuprates, have not been successfully 
implemented as SNSPDs, perhaps the high energy gap is too large to allow single-photon 
detection. Yet, nanowires made of high-𝑇c superconductors have already been implemented as 
sensitive photon detectors (not single-photons).[221] Recently, by looking at the dark counts of 
YBCO nanowires Ejrnaes et al.[222] concluded that such structures might potentially lead to 
SNSPD. 
3.3 Wavelength 
A major advantage of SNSPDs over competing technologies is their sensitivity to photons with 
energy lower than that of visible light, mainly in the near-IR range, at the communication-relevant 
wavelengths. For a given device, photons with shorter wavelength are detected more 
efficiently.[22,174,223] That is, photons with higher energy destroy superconductivity more easily and 
hence are detectable with higher probability. This effect is attributed to the fact that higher input 
energy breaks more Cooper pairs (with a binding energy Δ), giving rise to a larger hotspot and 
hence increase DE, as seen e.g. in Equations 1a-b. Therefore, typically, for a given wavelength 
(and a given device design), materials with lower Δ (or lower 𝑇c) exhibit higher DE.
[224] We suggest 
that also the reverse conclusion is correct, i.e. materials with lower 𝑇c (or lower Δ) are better for 
detectors of longer-wavelength photons. This conclusion is supported, e.g. by the observation of 
Baek et al.[99] of saturating DE for amorphous tungsten silicide SNSPDs at λ=1850 nm. However, 
there have been several successful attempts to increase the operating wavelength to 5 m[223] and 
even to 10.6 m.[225] also by narrowing the SNSPD width. Extending the range to shorter 
wavelengths is usually less complex, as was demonstrated e.g. for single photon detection at the 
soft x-ray range (around 10 keV) made of TaN and Nb SNSPDs[152,226] as well as for high 
performance amorphous SNSPDs at the UV range (useful e.g. for characterizing trapped ions).[22] 
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Detection of other high energy particles, such as alpha and beta particles, was also demonstrated 
with SNSPDs e.g. by a NbTiN device presented by Azouz et al.[227] Likewise, SNSPDs have also 
been utilized in detecting neutral single molecules and nano particles, including e.g. hemoglobin, 
insulin tryptophan, gramicidin, polypeptide and myoglobin.[228] 
Another effect of wavelength that should be discussed is the spectral absorption of the material 
(or the device). This effect is more trivial than the effect of wavelength on superconductivity. The 
intrinsic material absorption at the required operating wavelength plays usually an important role 
in optimizing the thickness of the film, from which a SNSPD is processed as well as the fill 
factor.[130] The optical system, which includes e.g. cavities, antennae and antireflective surfaces, is 
also optimized for the operating wavelength (Figure 8).[127,132]  Moreover, operating at wavelength 
that are not suitable for common optical fibers or silicon-based waveguides, require more complex 
systems and is therefore less common in the literature. Yet, we should note that pushing the 
SNSPDs to work at lower energies, suitable e.g. to the 3-5 m[223] and 8-12 m[225] atmospheric 
windows, may increase the attractiveness of SNSPDs. 
We should note that the wavelength affects also properties other than efficiency. For instance, 
the recent record for the SNSPD timing jitter was measured at wavelengths shorter than the typical 
1550 nm.[18] The decrease in timing jitter with increasing wavelength may be attribute e.g. to a 
hotspot that propagates faster or to the higher signal-to-noise ratio, although the exact mechanisms 
remain unexplored. 
4. Outlook 
SNSPDs are one of the most mature technologies available for quantum applications today in 
the single-photon arena and can already be found as a shelf product for detecting single photons. 
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The recent improvements in SNSPD performance as efficient and fast detectors in the 
communication-relevant wavelength is attractive for a large variety of applications in space 
technologies, nearly commercial quantum systems and in academic research of quantum optics. 
Yet, there are still several rather big challenges that are awaiting to be addressed: what is the 
fundamental origin of the timing jitter and how can we optimize SNSPDs accordingly? Can the 
properties of SNSPDs be optimized so that all performance properties will be maximized in one 
device? Can the advantageous properties of SNSPDs be available also for longer wavelength in 
the mid-IR, enabling free-space communication at the IR atmospheric windows at 3-5 𝜇𝑚 and at 
8-12 𝜇𝑚? Can SNSPDs fabrication be scalable, allowing large-scale devices and large number of 
adjacent devices that maintain the superior properties? What are the avenues leading for such 
scalability – new materials? New design? New fabrication processes? New systems? Can SNSPDs 
be attractive for a broader user community, e.g. by increasing the operating temperature or by 
simplifying the optical coupling? Can the fabrication process of SNSPDs allow easier integration 
with other optical components and systems? 
The origin of the SNSPD advantageous properties and the methods to improve them by means 
of material, geometrical design and system apparatus are discussed thoroughly in the text and are 
summarized in the end of each Section, while a more general summary is presented in Table 2. 
Likewise, the fundamentals of the challenges specified in this Section are also discussed 
thoroughly in the current paper. Thus, we hope that this review can be helpful not only for 
understanding SNSPDs but also for finding a path to address these intriguing challenges. 
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5. Tables 
Table 1. SNSPD characteristics of typical high-performance devices for different materials. 
Material 
Thickness 
[nm] 
Intrinsic 
SDE 
[%] 
DCR 
[cps] 
Jitter 
[ps] 
reset time 
[ns] 
Reference 
and comments 
NbN 
5  7 (QE) 101   
[229] 
Optical lithography 
7 
𝑅□ = 520  
𝑅𝑅𝑅 = 0.64 
94    [20] 
6 
𝑅□ = 630  
𝑅𝑅𝑅 = 0.74 
40-10 (QE)    
[230] 
𝜆 = 2.5 − 3 μm 
7 
ρ@20K = 
293  ∙ cm 
 102 68-110 32 [171] 
7  90.2-92.1 101 79 48.5 [197] 
5-6    14.2  [173] 
8  20 102   [231] 
7 𝑅𝑅𝑅=0.8   2.7-4.6  
[18] 
𝜆 = 400 nm − 1.55 μm 
6.5  65 102 81 100 
[178] 
Diameter: 100 μm 
6.5  70 102 176 5.6 [188] 
3.5  12 10-1   [218] 
7  85 10-1   [78] 
 
NbTiN 
9  86  10.91  
[124] 
Cavity 
5 
ρ@20K = 
156  ∙ cm 
77.5 
 
102 38-46 17 [171] 
5 
𝑅n > 1000  
𝐿k = 342 nH 
74 102 68  [68,199] 
6  23 (DE) 103 60 6.58 [198] 
8.4  91.5-93.3 102 49 20 [124] 
8 
𝑅□ = 231  
𝐿k□ = 0.144 nH 
68 10-1 53 1.2 
[174] 
Waveguide 
 
NbSi 10 
𝑅□ = 262  
𝐿k = 50 nH 
0.1 104  1 
[102] 
λ = 1700 nm 
 
TaN 
3.9 𝑅□ = 590  0.01 10
5  5 [232] 
5 𝑅□ = 500  20    
[233] 
𝜆 = 700 nm 
 
Nb 7.5 𝑅□
@10K = 105  6  100 6 [176] 
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7.5 𝑅□ = 110  5   4.6 
[193] 
Nb* 4.5 
𝑅□ = 
30 − 70  
26 100  2-30 
[234] 
λ = 404 nm 
 
WSi 
4-5 
ρ@300K = 
200  ∙ cm 
93 103 150 40 [16] 
    10.3  
[164] 
160 nm long 
4.5  20 102  14 [99] 
4.6  78(70) 102(1) 191(225)  [100] 
5  88  60  [38] 
 
MoSi 
10  76(69) 10-4 56(62) 90(11) 
[22] 
λ = 250 − 370 nm 
6.6 𝐿k□ = 196 pH 87.1 10
2 76 35 [97,175] 
7 𝑅𝑅𝑅 = 0.94 80 103 26  [98] 
10  5 101 51  [235] 
4 
𝑅□ = 460  
𝐿k□ = 150 pH 
18 101 120 6 [96] 
  20 102   [236] 
 
MoGe 7.5  25-30 102 69 9 [97] 
 
MoN 3.6 
𝑅□ = 425  
𝐿k = 250 nH 
   5 [237] 
 
NbN/αW5Si3 2/2 𝑅□ = 447  96 (QE) 10
3 52 5 [65] 
 
MgB2 
15   10-1   
[148] 
@𝑇 = 5 K 
10 
ρ@300K = 
300  ∙ cm 
10-3   2 [219] 
10  10-7   5 [220] 
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Table 2. Summary of the dependence of performance metrics on material properties, device design and operation conditions. 
Performance 
metric 
Intrinsic Extrinsic 
Geometry Material Operation Other 
Length Width Thickness 𝑇c 𝐼c Δ 𝐿k 𝑅□ Homogeneity Temp. 𝐼b 
Wave-
length 
 
Efficiency 
DE 
Long 
[238] 
Narrow 
[147,223] 
Optimization 
between: 
disorder 
(thin[20]) and 
absorptance 
[124] 
Low 
[16] 
High 
[16] 
Low 
[102] 
- 
High 
[20] 
Homogeneous 
[58] 
Low 
[197,215] 
High 
[16,99] 
Short 
[174,223] 
Waveguides,[88] 
cavities,[131] 
ARC,[127] 
antennae,[132] 
constriction 
free[106] 
DCR 
Short 
[197] 
Narrow 
[147] 
Thick 
[152] 
High 
[50,143] 
High 
[151] 
High 
[239] 
- - 
Homogeneous 
[22] 
Low 
[50,143] 
Low 
[50] 
Indirect 
(𝐼𝑐
[240]) 
Constriction and 
current crowding 
free,[151] low-
temperature 
filters[218] 
Time 
Jitter 
Short 
[18] 
Narrow 
[156] 
Indirect effect 
(𝐿k
[241], 𝐼c
[169]) 
High 
(Fig. 12) 
High 
[169] 
High 
[158] 
Low 
[157,158] 
High 
(SNR[159]) 
Optimization between: 
constrictions 
(homogeneous[158]) and 
intrinsic speed 
(crystalline, empiric[65]) 
Low 
[169] 
High 
[169,175] 
Short 
[18] 
Low noise,[169] 
differential 
measurement[157] 
Reset 
time 
Short 
[19,88] 
Indirect 
effect 
(narrow 
for high 
𝑍[172]) 
Indirect effect 
(thin for high 
𝑍[172]) 
Indirect 
effect 
(𝐼c
[193]) 
High 
[193] 
Indirect 
effect 
(𝑍 [161]) 
Low 
[172] 
Optimized 
with the 
shunt[161] 
Crystalline 
(empiric) 
Low 
[242] 
Low 
[193] 
Short 
[22] 
Parallel design 
(SNAP[202]/ME[190]) 
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Table 3. Superconducting properties of common superconducting materials. 
Material 𝑻𝒄[𝑲] 𝑱𝒄 [
𝑴𝑨
𝒄𝒎𝟐
] 𝟐𝜟[𝒎𝒆𝑽] 
𝝃[𝒏𝒎] 
*Thin film 
NbN 
16 
[243] 
2-4 
[115] 
4.9 
[244] 
6.5* 
[245] 
NbTiN 
16 
[246] 
8 
[113] 
4.5 
[246] 
170 
[246] 
Nb 
9.2 
[247] 
2-7 
[248] 
3 
[249] 
38 
[154] 
WSi 
5 
[250] 
0.8 
[58] 
1.52 
[58] 
7-7.4* 
[251] 
MoSi 
7.5 
[252] 
1.3 
[96] 
2.28 
[58] 
7-14* 
[253] 
MoGe 
7.4 
[58] 
1.2 
[58] 
2.2 
[58] 
5 
[254] 
MgB2 
39 
[255] 
1.1 
[219] 
4-14 
[256] 
5.2 
[257] 
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8. List of symbols 
α – Absorptance. 
𝐴 – Material-depended coefficient. 
𝐵 – Material-depended exponent. 
𝑐 – Speed of light. 
δ𝑇 – Thermal fluctuations.  
δ𝐼 – Electronic fluctuations. 
Δ – Superconducting electron-electron binding-energy. 
Δ0 – Superconducting electron-electron binding-energy at 𝑇 = 0𝐾. 
𝑑 – Thickness. 
𝐷 – Diffusivity. 
𝑒 – Euler’s constant. 
𝑔1 – Electron-electron interaction constant. 
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ηabs – Probability of photon absorption (𝜂𝑎𝑏𝑠||, 𝜂𝑎𝑏𝑠⏊ - absorption probability for photons 
with parallel and perpendicular polarization, respectively).  
ηcpl – Device-source coupling coefficient. 
ηqe – Quantum efficiency. 
ℎ – Planck’s constant. 
ℏ – Reduced Planck’s constant 
𝐼b – Bias current. 
𝐼bn – Normalized bias current. 
𝐼c – Critical current. 
𝐽c – Critical current density. 
𝑘B – Boltzmann constant. 
λ – Wavelength. 
λ∗ – Electric-impurity coupling constant. 
𝑙 – Length. 
𝐿 - Inductivity. 
𝐿k – Kinetic inductance. 
𝐿k□ – Sheet kinetic inductance. 
μ∗ – Magnetic-impurity coupling constant. 
𝑛 – Energy-loss factor. 
𝑁(0) – Density of states at the Fermi level (metallic). 
𝑞e – Electron charge. 
ρ – Resistivity. 
𝑅n – Normal-state resistance. 
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𝑅shunt – Shunt resistance. 
𝑅□ – Sheet resistance. 
σn – Conductivity.  
ς – Multiplication efficiency of quasiparticles. 
 τ – Timing jitter. 
τd – Fundamental device jitter. 
τdd – Geometric and design contribution to the jitter. 
τdi – Jitter contribution from intrinsic material properties. 
τe – Electronics contribution to the jitter. 
τmfp – Electron mean-free-path time 
τs – Uncertainty in timing of the single-photon source. 
τth – Electron thermalization time. 
ΘD – Debay temperature. 
𝑡dead – Dead time. 
𝑡rise – Rise time. 
𝑡reset – Reset time. 
𝑇c – Superconducting critical temperature. 
𝑇c
0 – Unperturbed (bulk) superconducting critical temperature. 
𝑇𝐸 – Transverse electric polarization. 
𝑤 – Width. 
𝑍shunt – Shunt impedance. 
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9. List of abbreviations 
ARC – Anti-reflection coating. 
BCS – Bardeen, Cooper and Schrieffer’s model for Cooper-pair dominated superconductivity.  
BKT – Berezinskii, Kosterlitz and Thouless model for vortex-dominated superconductivity. 
cps – Counts per second. 
DCR – Dark-count (and false-count) rate. 
DE – Device efficiency. 
FWHM – Full-width half maximum. 
IRF – Instrument response function. 
ME – Multi element. 
SDE – System detection efficiency. 
SIT – Superconducting-to-insulator transition. 
SNAP – Superconducting-nanowire avalanche photodetector. 
SNSPD – Superconducting-nanowire single-photon detector. 
SNR – Signal-to-noise ratio. 
UV – Ultra-violate radiation. 
